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Climate change laws of the world



CLIMATE LEGISLATION IN 177 COUNTRIES IN 2017
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Climate laws and policies by focus area

ENERGY



Court action is increasingly used to hold governments 
accountable and to increase ambition

• Court cases might address actions or inaction 
related to climate change mitigation and 
adaptation:

• To challenge either validity or particular 
application of laws

• Press  for greater ambition 
• To fill the gaps left by legislative and 

regulatory inaction 

• From our database, there were 20 cases in the 
legislation/policies category, all initiated after 
2008, with a peek in 2015
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Sectoral focus of legislation does not match emissions profiles
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There are 741 
legislative and 
executive acts 
addressing 
energy supply.

There are only 278 legislative 
and executive acts addressing 
emissions from  agriculture, 
forestry and land use change.



Adaptation is under-legislated
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Institutional Arrangements and Mandates

Delegation of responsibilities and powers to 
regulate

Designation of policy coordination responsibility 

Inter-agency coordination mechanism

Independent advisory body

Provisions for enforcement and monitoring

Parliamentary oversight



A searchable database with over 1370 laws from 177 countries

http://www.lse.ac.uk/GranthamInstitute/climate-change-laws-of-the-world/

http://www.lse.ac.uk/GranthamInstitute/climate-change-laws-of-the-world/


Search laws by various criteria



Interactive country map



Clicking on a country opens a window with key indicators and 
a link to a detailed country profile



Country profiles : legislative portfolio



Country profiles : executive portfolio  



Law/policy profiles: English summaries for 850+ laws



Litigation search



253 climate-related court cases in 25 jurisdictions
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Countries not yet in the database:

Antigua and 
Barbuda

Bahamas, The

Bahrain

Barbados

Dominica

Korea, North

Lebanon

Luxembourg

Malta

Monaco

Oman

Qatar

Saint Kittes and 
nives

Saint Lucia

Saint Vincent and 
the Grenadines

San Marino

Suriname

Syria
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